Resonant transverse driving of a two-level system as viewed in the rotating frame couples two degenerate states at the Rabi frequency, an amazing equivalence that emerges in quantum mechanics. While spectacularly successful at controlling natural and artificial quantum systems, certain limitations may arise (e.g., the achievable gate speed) due to non-idealities like the counter-rotating term. Here, we explore a complementary approach to quantum control based on non-resonant, nonadiabatic driving of a longitudinal parameter in the presence of a fixed transverse coupling. We introduce a superconducting composite qubit (CQB), formed from two capacitively coupled transmon qubits, which features a small avoided crossing -smaller than the environmental temperature -between two energy levels. We control this low-frequency CQB using solely baseband pulses, nonadiabatic transitions, and coherent Landau-Zener interference to achieve fast, high-fidelity, singlequbit operations with Clifford fidelities exceeding 99.7%. We also perform coupled qubit operations between two low-frequency CQBs. This work demonstrates that universal non-adiabatic control of low-frequency qubits is feasible using solely baseband pulses.
Resonant transverse driving of a two-level system as viewed in the rotating frame couples two degenerate states at the Rabi frequency, an amazing equivalence that emerges in quantum mechanics. While spectacularly successful at controlling natural and artificial quantum systems, certain limitations may arise (e.g., the achievable gate speed) due to non-idealities like the counter-rotating term. Here, we explore a complementary approach to quantum control based on non-resonant, nonadiabatic driving of a longitudinal parameter in the presence of a fixed transverse coupling. We introduce a superconducting composite qubit (CQB), formed from two capacitively coupled transmon qubits, which features a small avoided crossing -smaller than the environmental temperature -between two energy levels. We control this low-frequency CQB using solely baseband pulses, nonadiabatic transitions, and coherent Landau-Zener interference to achieve fast, high-fidelity, singlequbit operations with Clifford fidelities exceeding 99.7%. We also perform coupled qubit operations between two low-frequency CQBs. This work demonstrates that universal non-adiabatic control of low-frequency qubits is feasible using solely baseband pulses.
Variations on the transmon qubit [1] and the capacitively shunted flux qubit [2] have come to form the foundation for contemporary superconducting quantum computing [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and explorations of quantum mechanics in solid-state systems. In the context of quantum control, we generally view superconducting qubits as "artificial atoms": electrical circuits that exhibit quantum states and energy levels similar in many respects to those present in natural atoms. It is then a straightforward extension to use a resonant, transverse field -typically at microwave frequencies -to drive transitions between states and thereby perform qubit operations. For superconducting qubits [8] , with their large electric or magnetic dipole moments, this approach has worked remarkably well, enabling single-qubit gate fidelities that exceed 99.9% and two-qubit fidelities that are not far behind [7, 9, 10] . However, as architectures scale and qubit numbers increase, it becomes increasingly challenging to route microwave control signals in higher-density circuits while avoiding unwanted crosstalk. Reducing the qubit frequency -and thereby the resonant drive frequencyhelps mitigate capacitive crosstalk, but at the expense of the achievable Rabi frequency (gate speed) before non-idealities like the counter-rotating term come into play. Furthermore, for qubit frequencies below the environmental temperature, one may question whether such operation is even practically feasible due to the excess excited-state population in equilibrium and the resulting need for fast gates to polarize (initialize) the qubit in its ground state.
Spin-based qubits in semiconductors offer an alter-native path forward. Resonant single-qubit operations based on magnetic-field driving of spin qubits are relatively slow, necessitating large driving amplitudes [11, 12] and, in conjunction with the relatively small qubit size (high qubit density), result in excessive microwave crosstalk. Consequently, from the very beginning, the spin-qubit community has instead largely relied on effective, encoded qubits comprising two or more individual spins and their exchange interactions [13] . The exchange interaction enables fast encoded qubit gates controlled solely using baseband pulses, alleviating the need for pulsed-microwave control signals. Additionally, the qubit encoding features a degree of immunity to global field fluctuations [14, 15] . This physics, which occurs naturally for spin systems, motivates us to explore analogous forms of encoding and quantum control for small-gap superconducting systems [16] .
In this work, we demonstrate universal control of a superconducting composite qubit (CQB) using solely baseband pulses reliant on non-adiabatic, Landau-Zener transitions and quantum interference [17] [18] [19] . The CQB comprises two coupled transmon qubits and features a gap (∆/2π ≈ 65 MHz) that is appropriately sized for such baseband control. The small gap reduces the relaxation rate in the computational basis [2, 17] , and the composite nature of the CQB design features resilience to both environmental flux noise [20] [21] [22] and photon shot noise from the readout resonator [23] [24] [25] . We present a tune-up protocol for single-CQB and two-CQB gates and benchmark their performance, achieving 99.7% single-qubit average Clifford fidelity. Although demonstrated with CQBs, the A microwave feedline allows frequency multiplexed readout and state preparation via the microwave driving fields Ωr, and ΩQB, respectively. b) Eigenenergies of asymmetric-junction transmon 1 and 2 (CQB-A). An avoided level crossing occurs when the two transmons are resonantly biased at ϕ1,2 = ±ϕ * A . c) (Upper panel) Corresponding measured excited-state spectroscopy centered at zero frequency (offset in frequency) to form a two-level system model with parameters ∆ and ε(δf ). Near the avoided crossing region, ε is proportional to the flux detuning δf , realized by simultaneously biasing ϕ1 and ϕ2. (Lower panel) Non-adiabatic control is implemented by applying a single period of a non-resonant (ωp = ∆) sinusoidal excursion about the avoided crossing.
non-adiabatic control protocols demonstrated here are generally applicable to other small-gapped qubits.
Our test device comprises four asymmetric superconducting transmon qubits [26] of the "xmon" geometry [27] with fixed, nearest-neighbor capacitive coupling ( Fig. 1a ). Pairs of transmons are grouped to form the composite qubits used here, denoted "CQB-A" and "CQB-B". Qubit spectroscopy of CQB-A ( Fig. 1b) shows the constituent transmon spectra of the ground-state |g i to excited-state |e i transitions for i = 1, 2 as a function of the reduced flux biases ϕ i ≡ Φ i /Φ 0 , where Φ i is the magnetic flux and Φ 0 is the superconducting flux quantum. Similar spectra are observed for CQB-B and transmons i = 3, 4 [28] .
When the transmons are biased at the same frequency, an avoided crossing ∆ = 2g A opens due to the fixed capacitive coupling within CQB-A of strength g A . The size of the avoided crossing, ∆/2π ≈ 65 MHz, is determined predominantly by the value of the coupling capacitance, but its location can be arbitrarily chosen along the transmon spectra at flux biases ϕ 1,2 = ∓ϕ * A . In Fig. 1b , we have chosen ϕ * A = 0.28. More generally, CQB-A can be flux-biased over its entire frequency range using the individual transmon biases ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 = 2ϕ * A + ϕ 1 , and similarly for CQB-B and its transmons.
The CQB subspace, given by the avoided crossing in Fig. 1c , is described by the standard two-level-system HamiltonianĤ
whereh = h/2π with h being Planck's constant, andσ
x andσ z are Pauli operators. For highly asymmetric transmons, the parameter ε = 2δω sin(2πϕ * A ) sin(2πδf A ) is the difference between the bare transmon frequencies referenced with respect to the avoided crossing through the flux detuning δf A ≡ ϕ 1,2 ∓ ϕ * A , with δω defined as the difference between maximum and minimum transmon frequencies [29] . Near the avoided crossing, ε ≈ 4πδω sin(ϕ * A )δf A is approximately a linear function of δf A , reminiscent of the persistent current flux qubit [30, 31] (see also supplementary material [28] ). Although ∆ transversally couples the bare (diabatic) transmon states, we have elected to associate ∆ withσ z , as the computational basis {|0 , |1 } is defined at the avoided crossing. At this bias point, the coupling hybridizes the bare transmon states to form the CQB computational states |0 , |1 = |g 1 , e 2 ± |e 1 , g 2 . We initialize the CQB to state |0 by starting with both transmons in their ground states |g 1 , g 2 and sufficiently detuning one of them, exciting it via an adiabatic ramp through a conventional microwave drive [28] , and then adiabatically ramping to ε = 0. We similarly readout the CQB state by adiabatically detuning both transmons and performing standard dispersive readout on both transmons [28] .
When applied to small-gap qubits, resonant excitation in the perturbative Rabi-driving regime ε(δf ) ∆ results in nutation periods τ 1/∆ ≈ 15 ns and leads to prohibitively slow qubit gates. A better approach is to use a non-resonant baseband pulse that sweeps the parameter ε of a qubit around and through a transverse avoided crossing of size ∆. For sufficiently large driving amplitudes ε(δf j ) > ∆, these excursions cause coherent, non-adiabatic transitions, which in con- 
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FIG. 2.
Single-CQB gates. a) Pulses for X, Y, and Z gates. For X(±π/2) and Y (±π/2) gates, the sinusoidal pulse is applied within this window with a relative time separation txy = t∆/4 = 2π/4∆, which establishes the x and y axes. The X(±π/2) and Y (±π/2) gates require an additional Z rotation of duration tc that corrects for small parasitic Z evolution during the gate. Z gates are realized by idling at the avoided crossing for the appropriate fraction of the precession period 1/t∆. b) junction with quantum interference, lead to controllable state transitions on a time-scale that can approach the speed limit for the system, τ ∼ 1/∆. This effect, known as Landau-Zener-Stueckelberg interference, has been demonstrated in both natural and artificial atomic systems [19] , including demonstrations of Stückelberg interferometry [17, 18, 32] , qubit cooling [33] , amplitude spectroscopy [34] , temporal oscillations [34, 35] , and its use in the quantum simulation of universal conductance fluctuations [36] and weak localization [29] . In this "strong-driving" regime, the trajectory of the Bloch vector is no longer a simple function of the amplitude, frequency, or phase of a sinusoidal drive (as it is in the Rabi-driving case), necessitating an alternative gatecalibration protocol. Our approach begins with the CQB prepared in state |0 at the avoided crossing, where it is first-order protected from flux noise [20] , and we use a single-period sinusoidal pulse to implement quantum control (see Fig 1c) .
To gain intuition, we first note that an infiniteamplitude, solely-diabatic excursion away from the avoided crossing effectively performs a 50:50 beamsplitting operation, projecting state |0 on to an equal superposition of the diabatic states |g 1 , e 2 and |e 1 , g 2 (dashed lines). Away from the avoided crossing, the higher-energy diabatic state accrues a relative azimuthal phase at a rate proportional to the energy separation ε(δf ). Rapidly returning to the avoided crossing region performs a second "beamsplitter"-type operation which again mixes the states, resulting in a general superposition state α |0 + β |1 depending on the accrued phase and quantum interference.
In practice, we use one period of a finite amplitude sinusoid ( Fig. 1c ), δf = A p sin(ω p t), that features partially diabatic excursions and incorporates the mixing and quantum interference associated with leaving, traversing, and returning to the avoided crossing region. Due to the proximity to the avoided crossing, ε is proportional to δf , and we can similarly parameterize ε = ε p sin(ω p t) without loss of generality. The symmetric driving protocol has the added benefit of canceling dc components associated with pulse transients, creating a "dynamic sweet spot". The calibration protocol is then to scan the pulse amplitude and frequency to realize high-fidelity singlequbit gates (see supplementary materials for details of the procedure [28] ).
Z-gates are realized as idling operations: Z(φ(t d )) = exp (−iσ z φ(t d )/2) where φ(t d ) = ∆t d for a gate of duration t d , as shown in Fig. 2a . The gate duration t d determines the type of Z gate along a continua: increments of quarter periods in the precession period t ∆ ≡ 2π/∆ at the avoided crossing yield the familiar gates I, Z(±π/2) and Z(π) (see table in Fig. 2b ).
We use t d as the basic clocking unit for X(±π/2) and Y (±π/2) gates, compatible with our selected pulse frequency ω p /2π = 125 MHz, such that the gates can be completed within the time window and are sufficiently nonadiabatic (see Fig. 2a ). The start of the X(±π/2) pulse within the window is in principle arbitrary, but once chosen, it establishes the x axis for the Bloch sphere. The y axis then corresponds to a π/2 phase shift, implemented by delaying the onset of the Y (±π/2) gate by an amount t xy = t ∆ /4, a quarter of the precession period at the avoided crossing. We elect to start the X(±π/2) and Y (±π/2) pulses symmetrically about the mid-point of the pulse window t d , as shown in Fig. 2a . During the operations, the X(±π/2) and Y (±π/2) gates may accumulate a small parasitic Z-component, which we can correct by padding the gate with corrective Z-rotations of duration t c , such that the total duration becomes t d = t ∆ +t c . The calibration parameters for both CQB-A and CQB-B are shown in Fig. 2b .
We apply these gates to benchmark the coherence properties of the CQB. Within the CQB subspace, the standard coherence metrics are a relaxation time T 1 > 2ms, Ramsey time T 2R ≈ 8 µs, and Hahn echo time T 2E ≈ 25 µs. The long T 1 time is a general feature of all small-gap qubits [17, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , and it can be understood in the context of Fermi's Golden Rule, where the smaller gap (matrix element that couples the qubit states) translates to a reduced decay rate. However, the CQB has additional protection, in that it requires a correlated two-photon interaction with the environment to drive an excitation or relaxation event within the computational subspace. Thus, fast, non-adiabatic control is consistent with robust qubit state initialization and operation, despite the presence of relatively hot environmental bath. Because we can independently read out each individual transmon, we can also extract metrics accounting for leakage to states outside the CQB computational subspace (predominantly the ground state |g 1 , g 2 ). Leakage occurs on a time scale T 1,leakage ≈ 30 µs and is comparable with the bare-transmon T 1 . While this is certainly an area for improvement, error correction protocols exist to address leakage errors (in any system), and as we describe below, the CQB readout affords an efficient means to detect leakage while protecting the CQB quantum information. The coherence properties of the CQBs and their constituent transmons are tabulated in the supplementary material [28] .
The gates shown in Fig. 2a are concatenated sequentially in a "back-to-back" or "bonded" manner to implement multi-pulse, non-adiabatic control, realizing encoded operations on the CQB. An example of a sequence of gates is shown in Fig. 2c , along with numerical simulations of the CQB Bloch vector, to illustrate the operability of this approach. The simulations indicate that highfidelity universal control is achievable on times scales approaching the inverse coupling strength 1/∆, much faster than could be achieved by resonant Rabi driving. We then obtain the average Clifford fidelity of these nonadiabatic gates using simultaneous randomized bench- Fig. 2d . Both Clifford fidelities exceed 99.7%, near state-of-theart for conventional single-qubit microwave gates [7, 42] , and they are approximately coherence limited.
marking (RB) on CQB-A and CQB-B, shown in
Next, we investigate the CQBs susceptibility to various forms of noise via Eq. 1. The CQB is in principle linearly sensitive to fluctuations in ∆, but since this frequency is generated predominantly by a lithographically defined fixed capacitive coupling between transmons, its noise contribution is extremely small. Due to the avoided crossing, the CQB also exhibits the familiar first-order insensitivity to low-frequency magnetic flux noise, which enters via the transverse frequency , and improves with the magnitude of ∆ (the transmon-transmon coupling g). For ∆ ≈ 65 MHz used here, the CQB flux insensitivity is substantially stronger than the individual transmons biased at the corresponding point, ϕ 1,2 = ∓φ * . In this case, the CQB exhibits Hahn echo times exceeding 23 µs, whereas the individual transmons have Ramsey times around 3 µs.
More substantially, the CQB is first-order insensitive to any such fluctuations in the bare transmon frequencies (i.e., fluctuations in ), such as those that arise from photon number fluctuations in the readout resonator. In the dispersive regime, resonator photon fluctuations dephase transmons through an AC Stark shift, which leads to a photon-number-dependent frequency shift χ of the qubit. The spectrum and amplitude of such photon noise that arises from coherent driving of a resonator is well understood [43] . In Fig. 3a , the Ramsey decoherence rate as a function of the average number of coherent photons in the resonator of CQB-A is compared with that of its bare transmons. The CQB is substantially less sensitive to these photon number fluctuations compared with the bare transmons, and so its coherence is largely preserved.
The CQB insensitivity to photon noise in the resonator implies that the resonator cannot be used for its readout when biased at the avoided level crossing. This is reminiscent of SQUID-based measurements of persistent current flux qubits biased at degeneracy: hybridization of the clockwise and counter-clockwise circulating currents from strong tunnel coupling prevents a relatively slow readout SQUID magnetometer from being able to distinguish between the diabatic circulating current states [31, 44] . Rather, the SQUID is sensitive to the average circulating current in the energy eigenbasis. Similarly, when the tunnel coupling ∆ between the transmons is much stronger than the resonator readout speeds, the resonators are unable to distinguish the diabatic states that hybridize into the CQB subspace. However, importantly, the resonators are capable of discriminating between states that are within and outside the CQB subspace. As a result, the resonators can be continuously monitored to detect leakage without reducing the CQB gate fidelity. We demonstrate this resilience to a continuous readout tone in Fig. 3b , where the gate fidelities F remain nearly constant for up to 3 photons in the resonator.
We complete the universal gate-set for quantum computation with a CQB architecture by demonstrating a two-CQB gate. Conventionally, a controlled-Z (CZ) gate between two transmons is realized by adiabatically tuning one of their frequencies such that its second excited state |g 1 , f 2 hybridizes with |e 1 , e 2 , inducing a joint ZZ operation [45] . This operation is similarly implemented in our transmon-based CQB architecture by dynamically adjusting ϕ * A,B to hybridize |11 with a noncomputational state, as shown in Fig. 4a . An important distinction, however, is that the phase between two CQBs can desynchronize from the always-on Z rotations when idling at the avoided crossing. To keep the them synchronized, we apply corrective Z operations after each CZ gate. These corrections are easily computed given the pulse sequence, shown in Fig. 4b .
During the CZ gate, the CQBs are kept fully hybridized (δf A,B = 0) such that they remain insensitive to the frequency fluctuations of their constituent transmons. However, the system remains sensitive to noise on the relative detuning between the two CQBs. Our CZ time was 290 ns (not including single-qubit gates), corresponding to an optimal interaction time 2π × 4/g 23 = 250 ns with additional 20 ns Gaussian ramps to and from the ZZ operation point (Fig. 4b ). In conjunction with single-qubit gates, the measured CZ-gate fidelity was F = 0.77, obtained by interleaved randomized bench- ℱ= 0.985 (9) in CQB manifold out of CQB manifold marking (Fig. 4c ). This moderate fidelity is due in part to limited coherence [28] and also in part to insufficient calibration, and in any case is not a systematic limitation. The CZ gate time between two CQBs is increased by a factor of 4 relative to that between two bare transmons with the same coupling strengths. This restriction on the gate time further places a limit on our fidelity, but is easily remedied by increasing the coupling between transmons 2 and 3. With optimized device parameters, the two-CQB CZ gate is capable of achieving state of the art fidelities, as its underlying mechanics are identical to a CZ gate between two bare transmons. Similarly, we expect the error rate to decline quadratically with reduced gate time [46] .
Our results demonstrate that the CQB and other small-gapped qubits can serve as a building blocks for quantum computing architectures. Using CQBs can reduce crosstalk and sensitivity to many common forms of noise in transmons. Furthermore, while transmons are susceptible to TLSs appearing near their first-order insensitive point, and cannot be detuned without admitting additional flux noise, the transmon frequencies at which the CQB avoided crossing occurs is broadly tunable. While the CQB architecture introduces a source of incoherent leakage out of the computational basis (via relaxation to |g 1 , g 2 ), we have demonstrated that such leakage can be detected in real-time without sacrificing gate fidelity, unlike bare-transmon architectures.
More generally, qubits with small gaps -including composite qubits -need not compromise between control speed and protection from decoherence. The nonadiabatic procedures demonstrated here enables the universal control of small-gap systems where conventional Rabi driving is impractical or even infeasible. For example, our demonstration complements a recent parallel work [47] with a small-gap fluxonium qubit [38] [39] [40] , and it may be useful for other small-gap superconducting qubits such as the metastable flux qubit [37] and the 0 − π qubit [41, 48] . Similarly, other systems with small or stable gaps, such as semiconductor-based spin qubits [16, 49, 50] , neutral atomic systems [51] , polar molecules [52, 53] , and laser-dressed NV-centers [54] , may also be controllable using these strong driving techniques. The test architecture consists of four frequency-tunable transmon superconducting qubits with an asymmetric fluxtunable SQUID [26] that interact via nearest-neighbor-fixed-capacitive coupling as shown in Fig. 1a . The transmon layout is of the "Xmon style", with a fixed, always-on capacitive coupling between transmons [42] . We set pairs of nearest-neighbor qubits (transmons 1 and 2, and also 3 and 4) to be energy-degenerate. CQB-A comprises transmons 1 and 2, and CQB-B comprises transmons 3 and 4.
The fixed capacitive coupling between degenerate qubits determines the frequency splitting of CQB-A and CQB-B's hybridized states, labelled |0 and |1 for CQB-A as shown in Fig. 1b . These hybridized states constitute the CQB subspace, the computational states of our composite qubits. Hanging resonators allow frequency multiplexed local readout of each physical transmon. Our system has no local microwave drive lines, which represents an overall decrease in the infrastructure needed to control two CQBs relative to two transmons. A microwave tone is only needed for initialization and for readout (described in detail below). All transmon, CQB, and resonator parameters are provided in Table S1 .
REDUCED MICROWAVE RESOURCES
The CQB architecture doubles the number of transmons in a computational unit but does not necessitate a corresponding doubling of the number of phase-stable microwave generators, arbitrary waveform generators (AWGs), and calibration routines. In fact, it required less equipment to perform the experiments in this work. Fig. S1 provides a side-by-side comparison of the per-qubit cost to operate transmons vs CQBs. For comparison, we consider transmons that require both local xy-control for single-qubit operations and flux-based z-control for two-qubit gates (IBM's cross resonant gate is a notable exception to this rule [55] ). By contrast, CQBs require only baseband z-control for all gates. The caveat to this claim is that initialization of the CQB must be performed using a global microwave drive, which is discussed further in the next section.
Eliminating microwave control of traditional local xy-gates dramatically reduces the microwave generator cost perqubit. In the above transmon case, two AWG channels are mixed with a microwave generator to synthesize a pulse envelop for xy-control. It is necessary to apply precision calibration techniques to eliminate non-linearities introduced by the mixer.
In our experiments, control is implemented by a single AWG channel per qubit. The calibration procedure is described in detail below.
INITIALIZATION AND READOUT
High fidelity state preparation is a key requirement for quantum computation. Transmon qubits naturally relax into their ground state, which can be used for passive initialization provided k B T hω 1 . Unlike most qubit modalities, the computational subspace of a CQB does not include the absolute ground state of the system. State initialization could be accomplished using microwave pulses tailored to each qubit. However, this approach would require single-qubit microwave control, which is resource and calibration intensive for an operation that need only be performed once per computation. Instead, we take an approach described in Figs. S2a and S2b, where a common microwave drive is applied to all the physical qubits through the readout resonators. This technique does not require local microwave control for each CQB, including IQ mixers and microwave pulse tune-up. Instead, the frequencies of the physical qubits are swept through a static driving field. Additionally, this technique has the benefit of being insensitive to small variations in fabrication and the effective driving strength seen by each physical qubit and, therefore, requires minimal tuneup to implement. The increased time requirement for adiabaticity can be mitigated by using a more intense driving field (a "fast-adiabatic" approach).
For example, we consider the initialization of CQB-A, with both transmons 1 and 2 in their ground states, |g 1 , g 2 . A microwave drive field is turned on, and the transmon-2 frequency is swept through it, where the qubit-drive detuning is QB = ω 2 − ω QB . The states |g 1 , g 2 and |g 1 , e 2 hybridize via the coherent driving field while sweeping through the resulting Autler-Townes splitting of magnitude 2hΩ QB . The probability of exciting transmon-2 by linearly ramping QB is unity if the ramp is adiabatic, and is generally given by the Landau-Zener (LZ) formula
where˙ QB is the sweep rate. In the limit 2πΩ 2 QB ˙ QB , transmon-2 is brought from its ground state |g 1 , g 2 to its excited state |g 1 , e 2 with high fidelity.
We then adiabatically tune the transmons in flux to the CQB operating point, so that the eigenstate adiabatically evolves from |g 1 , e 2 to (1/ √ 2)(|g 1 , e 2 − |e 1 , g 2 ) ≡ |0 . Although the speed limit for this operation (∼ 2π/∆ ≈ 15 ns) can be formally realized using a Slepian ramp [46] , or Landau-Zener interferometry of the type described here, for simplicity we elect to use here a Gaussian ramp with a 50 ns 1/e 2 time constant. In total, our state preparation takes ∼ 250 ns.
For readout, we performed a 50 ns time constant Gaussian ramp, adiabatically bringing transmon-2 to its frequency maximum and transmon-1 to its frequency minimum, as shown in Fig. S2c -e. This operation adiabatically evolves the upper hybridized state |1 onto |g 1 , e 2 and the lower hybridized state |0 onto |e 1 , g 2 . The transmons rest for 20 ns before a coherent drive is applied to each readout resonator for 4 µs to readout the transmons.
Since the basis states of the CQB are entangled at ε = 0, the information is joint between the two physical qubits. The readout is designed such that 1/∆ is much smaller than the time it takes to extract information and readout the qubits via the resonator. As a result, our readout process is sensitive to the energy eigenstate basis, but not to the individual transmon diabatic states. This is useful for measuring the presence of leakage, while leaving the CQB quantum information essentially unaffected. However, adiabatically ramping the individual transmons from the CQB degeneracy points to flux bias points where the system eigenstates (solid lines in Figure 1b, 1c ) and the constituent diabatic states (dashed lines in Figure 1b , 1c) are essentially indistinguishable enables state-readout. As mentioned in the main text, this is similar to the SQUID-based measurement of persistent-current flux qubits, where a relatively slow SQUID magnetometer cannot distinguish the circulating currents at the flux qubit degeneracy point due to the relatively large ∆ at gigahertz frequencies [31] . There, too, the flux qubit was ramped away from degeneracy to allow for qubit readout [44] FLUX CONTROL OF THE CQB Gate operations on a CQB are performed by tuning the frequencies of its transmons via baseband flux control. We fabricated transmons with highly asymmetric tunable Josephson junctions. In this regime of high asymmetry, the frequencies of the two transmons are given by [29] 
where
The two transmons comprising a CQB are identically designed such that δω 1 = δω 2 = δω andω 1 =ω 2 =ω. We tune the effective flux ϕ i such that ϕ 1 = −ϕ * +δf and ϕ 2 = ϕ * + δf . Then, the detuning ε is ε (δf ) ≡ ω 1 − ω 2 = δω (cos (2πϕ 1 ) − cos (2πϕ 2 )) = 2δω sin (2πϕ * ) sin (2πδf ) .
(S4)
For small δf ( 1), the detuning is linear with the flux δf ,
In addition to controlling the detuning ε, we can control the common-mode frequency of the transmons in the composite qubit, which is used to implement the two-qubit CZ gate.
At the CQB sweet spot ε, δf = 0,
and can be controlled by tuning the off-set flux ϕ * . In this way, we can keep each CQB on its sweet spot while performing the CZ gate. In principle, the gate can be parameterized anywhere along the color contour. While it is possible to obtain X(π)-gates from such a 2D scan, it is not straightforward to then infer a robust parametrization of X(π/2), requiring a separate scan to complete a universal gate set. The features at 50 MHz are imaging artifacts.
SINGLE-CQB GATES
The class of waveforms (pulses) that produce high fidelity xy gates can be inferred from a close look at the three key properties of small gapped systems and Landau-Zener interference. First, idling the CQB at its avoided level crossing ε = 0 has many advantages (discussed further in the noise immunity section of this supplement). Therefore, each pulse in a CQB's set of gates starts and ends at ε = 0. Second, the waveform must induce a degree of non-adiabaticity when sweeping away, through, or towards the avoided crossing to induce Landau-Zener state transitions and quantum interference. In general, a pulse needs a fast changing (short timescale) component near ε = 0 to mediate transitions, and a phase evolution component when ε = 0 that mediates constructing and destructive interference.The avoided crossing acts as a beamsplitter for the qubit state, and non-adiabiatically leaving or traversing the avoided crossing mixes the diabatic states. And, as in an interferometer [17] , the phase evolution is responsible for the resulting state when the pulse returns to ε = 0. Noise on this phase evolution brings us to our third property of small gapped systems: ambient noise in the environment and the control typically take the form of 1/f noise which couple primarily to the (often slowly changing) phase evolution component of a pulse. Using zero-average symmetric flux pulses is a technique that samples the noise twice, with ε > 0 and again with ε < 0, such that extra phase evolution on one excursion due to noise is canceled by reduced phase evolution on the opposite excursion away from ε = 0. This approach also mitigates memory effects in the flux bias from eddy currents by making the time averaged flux a constant.
In our setup, the baseband flux control has a sharp dropoff at 400 MHz. As a consequence, pulse waveforms with high frequency components, such as square pulses, are undesirable. In contrast, the higher-frequency components of a single-period sinusoidal pulse fall off relatively quickly, and the pulse is still relatively fast changing near ε = 0. Fig. S3 plots the CQB state as a function of frequency and amplitude for such a sinusoid. The sinusoid used in this work has an 8 ns period (125 MHz) and an amplitude ε p ∼ 80 MHz.
The deep red regions of Fig. S3 correspond to the implementation of a X(π) gate, which rotates the qubit state by π around x-axis. However, a π rotation would require additional gates to form a universal gate set, e.g., to form Hadamard gate. For this reason, and for the practicality of calibration, we elect to form X(π/2) and Y (π/2) gates.
Motivating the need for extra idling time during a gate In this subsection, we mathematically describe, as a unitary gate G, the operation of an arbitrary set of excursions from ε = 0 (the form of these excursions is a sinusoid in our work) that transforms a CQB from the poles of the Bloch sphere onto the equator.
can be written as
In general, G (φ, φ ) will not be an X(π/2)-gate, and applying G a multiple of four times will not return the system to its original state, where an X(π/2)-gate is a fixed angle version of the more general X(θ)-gate, which rotates a qubit about the x-axis of its Bloch sphere by θ
The mathematical properties of an X(π/2) gate may be recovered by adding corrective Z(α)-gates before and after G (φ, φ ). Defined by analogy with X(θ)-gates, Z(α) gates perform a free rotation about the z-axis by angle α.
To perform this correction we solve for the following Z-gate angles α and β,
with
for any integers m and n. Similarly, we can realize Y (π/2) gate by choosing
which has the sinusoidal pulse shifted by π/2 z-rotation from the X(π/2) gate. In practice, we don't need to scan α and β independently to optimize X(π/2) gate. We only need to scan the total idle z-rotation, α + β, and set α (or β) to define the x-axis. In this work, we set α for X(π/2) such that the sinusoid is time-shifted from the center of the total duration (t d /2) by t xy = t ∆ /4. Then the Y (π/2) can be achieved by delaying the sinusoid by the same amount t xy = t ∆ /4. Once we have tuned up a X(π/2) gate, we can implement any arbitrary single qubit gate using X(π/2) and Z(α). Any single qubit unitary gate can be written as
which can be realized as U (θ, φ, ψ) = Z(α)X(π/2)Z(β)X(π/2)Z(γ) (S15)
for any integers m and n.
Tune-up procedure
The discrete X(π/2) and Y (π/2) gates and a continuously parameterizable Z(α) can be used to form a complete universal single-CQB gate set. Strictly speaking, one of the X(π/2) and Y (π/2) is not necessary, but we include it for convenience. The X(π/2) gate consists two parts: a simple sinusoidal excursion in (δf ) (we choose to fix the sinusoid frequency ω p /2π); and the duration of the gate t d , which ensures that consecutive identical gates constructively interfere. The second gate Z(α) arises from the relative time evolution of the CQB's eigenenergies, with a period t ∆ = 2π/∆ such that α = 2πt d /t ∆ at ε = 0. We outline the tune-up procedure for these gates in what follows.
We first set up transmon readout and perform spectroscopy while sweeping δf to obtain an estimate for ∆. We then pick a sinusoid frequency ω p /2π and scan for a driving amplitude ε p that produces a half excitation in the CQB, as shown in Fig S4b. Next, we want consecutive operations of X(π/2) gates to rotate about the same axis, such that they constructively interfere. To obtain this, we apply X(π/2) and X(−π/2) pulses, one after the other, such that the sequence is the identity when consecutive pulses rotate about the same axis. We then vary a correction time t c , which is padded to the end of gate as shown in Fig. S4a until this condition is satisfied, as demonstrated in Fig. S4b . We then chain many X(π/2) gates to increase the measurement sensitivity to small errors and perform fine tuning in ε p and t d .
Z(α) is tuned up by performing a Ramsey measurement. Figure S4 shows the Ramsey measurement with four samples per period 2π/∆, speeding up the measurement while avoiding imaging artifacts. This measurement obtains a precise value for ∆.
Finally, the distinction between X(π/2) and Y (π/2) is given by the time shift t xy = 1/4 × 2π/∆ = t ∆ /4. This moves the X(π/2) (Y (π/2)) gate sinusoid to the left (right) in its window by an eighth of a period. The total shift between the two sinusoids is exactly a quarter period.
MEASURING CQB COHERENCE AND ENERGY RELAXATION
Energy relaxation measurements are performed by preparing a CQB eigenstate, either |0 or |1 , and monitoring the average state populations as a function of time to obtain the data shown in Fig. S5 . At each time step, we are able measure the population of the system eigenstates |0 , |1 , and ||g 1 , g 2 using the readout techniques outlined in the section "Initialiation and Readout". To separate out the relaxation within the CQB subspace from the leakage out of the CQB subspace we simultaneously fit the functions:
For example, in Fig. S5b , the CQB is prepared in P |1 (0), which could relax into P |0 (0) or leak into P |g1,g2 (t) = 1 − P |1 (t) − P |0 (t). Eq. S19 implicitly presumes an equal up and down rate to the relaxation in the CQB subspace, essentially asserting that for gaps ω/2π ≈ 70 MHz, the Boltzmann factor exp[−hω/k B T ] ≈ exp[−70/800] = 0.92 is approximately 1, where we take T ≈ 40 mK (equivalent to about 800 MHz) as the qubit temperature. However, as shown in Fig. S5 , we were not able to detect any relaxation within the CQB subspace, and statistically bound the relaxation times T 1,CQB = 1/Γ CQB above 2 ms. As explained in the main text, this is due in part to (1) the small gap, and (2) the need for a correlated two-photon interaction with the environment to cause such transitions (up or down). Ramsey and Echo decoherence measurements are obtained by preparing the CQB in |0 and then performing the appropriate sequence of single-CQB gates, which are defined in the section "Sinlge-CQB Gates". For Ramsey, we apply X(π/2), implement increasing numbers N of Z(π/2) idling gates in odd-numbered increments m (e.g., increment m = 1 would be 1, 2, 3 . . ., or m = 3 would be 3, 6, 9, . . ., etc.) -where increasing the number of idling gates is equivalent to scanning the free-evolution time t N = N mt ∆ /4 -followed by a final X(π/2) gate. The use of an odd-increment m generates an oscillating pattern similar to that seen with a detuned Ramsey experiment (see Fig. S4c for an example), with a detuning "frequency" of 1/mt ∆ . Similarly, a Hahn echo sequence implements X(π/2) followed by N/2 Z(2π) gates, Y (π/2)Y (π/2), another N/2 Z(2π) gates, and is completed by a final X(π/2) gate. In this case, because we are applying finite-time identity gates, any choice of increment m leads ideally to a monotonic decay envelope. The total duration of the Hahn echo sequence is then N t ∆ . We fit these sequences to Eq. S19, with an additional sinusoidal term in the first two lines for Ramsey, and compute the in-CQB T 2R and T 2E as well as the sequences' leakage timeconstants T 2R, leakage and T 2E, leakage . Y(-π/2) X(π/2) X(π/2) X(-π/2) X(-π/2) X(π/2) X(π/2) X(π/2) Z(π/2) X(π/2) X(π/2) X(π/2) X(π/2) 0 Y(π/2) ε p 0 X(π/2)
FIG. S4. Tune up procedure. a) X(π/2) and Y (π/2) gates are produced using a single period sinusoidal drive while the Z(π/2) gate is simply time evolution for t d = t∆/4 = 2π/4∆. b) With fixed driving period, our tuneup procedure first identifies the amplitude at half excitation and the gate duration t d that reveals the expected interference pattern (see text). c) Fine scanning involves stepping gates in quarter rotations about the Bloch sphere (or an odd multiple of quarter rotations) while scanning a parameter. This takes the form of consecutive X(π/2) or Z(π/2) gates. These traces can be robustly fourier transformed to identify the ideal operating parameter. d) Similarly, concatenating many X(π/2) gates allows fine scanning of εp and tc. S5 . We measure the energy relaxation within the CQB-A subspace and leakage from |0 and |1 to the overall ground state |g1g2 . a) CQB-A is initially prepared in |0 and monitored as a function of time. b) CQB-A is instead prepared in |1 . c) Population switching from the initially populated CQB-A state to the unpopulated one is evidence for T1 relaxation within the CQB subspace. Statistically, this process is likely T 1 > 2 ms. Leakage lifetimes from |1 and |0 to the ground state are given in the figure.
NOISE IMMUNITY OF THE COMPOSITE QUBIT
Noise sensitivity of the transmon and the composite qubit
Flux Noise
Flux noise is one of the main sources of decoherence for transmons with tunable Josephson junctions. For a transmon with frequency
the sensitivity of the qubit frequency with respect to some fluctuating noisy flux ϕ = ϕ 0 + δϕ is
At the flux sweet spot ϕ 0 = 0, 1/2, 1, . . .,
The frequency of the CQB is f CQB = √ ∆ 2 + ε 2 , and its sensitivity at the CQB sweet spot ε = 0 with respect to the fluctuating flux ϕ 1 = −ϕ * + δϕ 1 and ϕ 2 = ϕ * + δϕ 2 is
The CQB is insensitive to fluctuations in ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 to first order, even though its constituent transmons are not biased at their conventional flux sweet spots. This is the usual protection afforded by an avoided crossing. For the CQB-A studied in this work (δω = 143 MHz, ∆ = 65 MHz, ϕ * = 0.28),
Photon Shot Noise
Another major source of decoherence is photon shot noise -photon number fluctuations in the readout resonators that lead to the fluctuation of the transmon qubit frequencies. Individual transmon qubits are not protected from this type of decoherence at any frequency, whereas the CQB is first-order insensitive to this type of noise. For fluctuating transmon frequencies, E i =Ē i + δE, the sensitivity of the CQB frequency is
At the CQB sweet spot ε = 0, the first order term vanishes and
Therefore CQB is first-order insensitive to photon shot noise, unlike the individual transmons, as demonstrated in the main text. This again arises due to the avoided crossing, but it is manifest in the CQB, because ε is related to any fluctuation of the individual transmon frequency, and not just those due to flux noise. The CQB's immunity to any frequency fluctuations on the constituent transmons can be further mitigated by increasing the capacitive coupling ∆ between the transmons. This effectively broadens the curvatures of the avoided crossing region and extends the region of first-order insensitivity. This is mathematically captured for the examples of flux noise and photon shot noise explored here from Eqs. (S23) and (S26).
Photon shot noise experimental procedure
The scattering response of photons driven through a readout resonator gives information about the state of a transmon coupled to that resonator: this physics underlies dispersive readout of superconducting circuits. During readout, those same photons map noise onto the transmon, such that transmon coherence is lost. As a consequence, transmon coherence is sensitive to unwanted thermal or coherent photon fluctuations in the readout resonator.
Given the importance of transmon-resonator interactions for the purpose of readout, the spectral profile and amplitude of photon shot noise due to a coherently driven resonator and its influence on a transmon is well understood [43] . We make use of this relationship to make a well controlled study of CQB-A's sensitivity to noise relative to its constituent transmons.
We used Ramsey measurements to obtain the coherence times of transmon-1, transmon-2, and CQB-A, while a variable amplitude drive was applied to the readout resonator. For the transmons, the probability of measuring the qubit in the excited state after driving for time τ has in general the complicated functional form given by Ref. [43] 
where we attempted to zero the detuning from the bare resonator frequency ∆ r = 0. The native decoherence rate 1/T 2R is enhanced by the Lorentzian Γ term, which is linearly proportional to photon number in the resonator. The parameter ω a corresponds to the average frequency of the qubit relative to the Ramsey "clock", and B is a photon-number-dependent frequency shift (AC Stark shift). Finally, the term with A in the argument gives rise to a non-exponential decay profile and reflects the relaxation of the resonator to a steady state driving field. See Ref. [43] for further details about Eq. S27. In our case, the temporal profile of the CQB Ramsey coherence fits reasonably well to a simple exponential decay. Due to the differing functional forms of the Ramsey coherence decay profile between bare transmons and the CQB, we explicitly define the decoherence rate as the 1/e time of the measurement. Because the resonator tuneup varies slightly with qubit frequency, we first prepare transmon-1 at a flux insensitive point, with transmon-2 detuned. We then finely scan for transmon-1's resonator, to maximize dephasing, and measure the qubit dephasing as a function of the drive power applied to its resonator. We repeat this procedure for transmon-2.
Finally, we prepare CQB-A at its operating point and find the resonator frequency for which the readout histogram separation between the CQBs |0 and |1 states is largest. The fits to the decay profiles of the constituent transmons are used to infer the number of photons in the resonator and the value of χ.
RANDOMIZED BENCHMARKING
Randomized benchmarking (RB) allows characterization of a gate's fidelity averaged over many initial conditions and reduces the contribution of state-preparation and measurement (SPAM) errors in the computed gate fidelity relative to gate set tomography and process tomography [56, 57] . Clifford-based RB uses a random sequence of transformations that are intended to evenly sample the Bloch sphere, namely by using gates from the Clifford group. The Clifford group is the set of transformations closed under any combination of Pauli operators. Before running the sequence, we classically compute the result of that sequence and concatenate a "recovery gate" such that the CQB returns to the initial state if no errors occur. We first compute and measure the recovery probability for a given number of Cliffords by averaging over randomly sequences of Clifford gates. We then vary the length of these sequences and fit the resulting trace to a discrete exponential decay function to obtain the average Clifford fidelity. Interleaved RB interleaves a gate of interest with random Clifford gates. The decay profile of an interleaved gate set is compared with that of a reference gate set to compute the fidelity of the interleaved gate.
The recovery probability p 0 of the reference follows a simple exponential decay with number of Cliffords m assuming gate independent and time-independent errors p 0 = 0.5 + 0.5λ m 1 (S28)
where the fidelity is rescaled by the dimensionality of the Hilbert space d, to give the standard gate fidelity F CQB . The CQB also experiences leakage to the overall ground state |g 1 , g 2 , which can modify the extracted gate fidelities. Sophisticated techniques have been developed to characterize leakage in transmon systems, however they appear illsuited for describing the relatively simple leakage in a CQB architecture. The CQB's leakage is one-way, independent of F CQB , and independent of CQB-state. Therefore, we use a multiplicative model in the recovery probability, the validity of which we verify with a Monte Carlo simulation. Because we readout both transmons, we can compute the population of the three states of interest (|0 , |1 , |g 1 The fidelities F 1−CQB and F 1−leakage , extracted from the reference RB, give the average Clifford fidelities: we did not further break down the single-CQB gates by performing interleaved RB. For 2-CQB gate fidelity, we use interleaved RB [58] . We compute the 2-CQB RB recovery probabilities for the reference dataset in the following way 
And we may compute the resulting CZ-specific fidelity using the following formula
F CZ−leakage = ρ 2−leakage λ 2−leakage . FIG. S6. A sample randomized benchmarking a) 20 Clifford sequence followed by a recovery Clifford is given for a single-CQB architecture and a b) four Clifford sequence followed by a recovery gate is given for a two-CQB architecture. Gate primitives are encoded as colored and patterned rectangles (definitions are provided by Figs. 2 and 4 in the main text) lain back-to-back. Above and below these are traces of the baseband flux control that were applied to CQB-A and CQB-B to produce these sequences of Cliffords. The boundaries between Cliffords are given by vertical dotted lines.
Single-CQB Clifford primitives
CQBs experience an always-on Z-gate when they idle, which is a high-fidelity operation. We minimize the average number of primitives per Clifford, and the fidelity of each Clifford, by increasing the use of Z-gates relative to other works [42] Clifford Gate primitives Clifford Gate primitives Clifford Gate primitives 1 I 9 Y (π/2)Z(π/2) 17 Z(π/2) 2 X(π/2)X(π/2) 10 Y (π/2)Z(3π/2) 18 Z(3π/2) 3 Y (π/2)Y (π/2) 11 Y (π/2)Z(3π/2) 19 Z(π)Y (π/2) 4 Z(π) 12 Y (π/2)Z(π/2) 20 Z(π)Y (−π/2) 5 X(π/2)Z(3π/2) 13 X(π/2) 21 X(−π/2)Z(π) 6 X(π/2)Z(π/2) 14 X(−π/2) 22 X(π/2)Z(π) 7 X(−π/2)Z(π/2) 15 Y (π/2) 23 X(π/2)X(π/2)Z(3π/2) 8 X(−π/2)Z(3π/2) 16 Y (−π/2) 24 Z(3π/2)X(−π/2)X(−π/2) The peculiarities of implementing gates on a CQB architecture become apparent when performing randomized benchmarking. Using the mapping for Clifford gate primitives in Table S2 , random Cliffords applied sequentially to both CQBs do not synchronize in time, as shown in Fig. S6a . For traditional microwave gates, the phase of the pulse's carrier defines the axis of the rotation and is adjusted dynamically to change axes. Here, the axis of an XY pulse is defined by the relative timing between the single-period sinusoidal drives in CQB pulses. While the relative timing has periodicity with t ∆ , there is some unavoidable granularity in the timing of gates. Granularity in the timing of pulses is solved by compensatory Z pulses and enables CZ gates on two CQBs as discussed in the main text and in Fig. 4b . An example of a sequence of two CQB Cliffords is given in Fig. S6b. 
